
        GRILL CART CUTOUT  

STEP 1.  Measure your grill cart width. 

With a measuring tape and black marker mark on the frame the cutout. Include +1/2” wiggle room 

Install the left and right side of grill vertical tubes.  Hold the vertical tubes with the 3 way coupler on top 

to double check you are making the cutlines in the modules top horizontal length wall tube in the correct 

place.  

Remove the LW Tube from the module and make your cuts on a Chop Saw with metal cutting blade.   

WARNING: Always wear Safety glasses, hearing protection and follow chop saw safety guidelines. 

INSTALLATION TIP 

We actually clamp the 3 way corner to where we made our left and right vertical tube marks to double 

check that the space between will be = to the cutout width + 1/2” wiggle room.                                           

We also make on the vertical tube right side grill and left side of grill so after we cut the tube we will 

put the tubes back into the correct sides. 

CUT HERE to allow for the thickness of the 3 way corner coupler. 

 

    We mark right and left tubes before removing the Length Wall from the module to cut it. 

Using a 14” chop saw with metal cutting blade. 

Wear Eye protection with full face shield 

Safety glasses 

Gloves 

Hearing Protection 

No flammable objects close by.        FOLLOW CHOP SAW INTRUCTIONS FOR ALL SAFETY DETAILS. 



After you cut the left & right sides of grill LW Tubes. 

Take 2 CTT from grill cutout kit.  Install a one way on one end only of each 

CTT.  

One Way—use a clamp here to hold it while screwing it in. 

 

CTT 

3 way corner 

RT Side of Grill Length Wall that you cut to size. 

NOTICE There are no screws on the cement board side. 

Fasten this all together and repeat on other side of grill 

Install the behind the grill cart tube. 

Behind the grill.  Take the depth cutout measurement and subtract 1/2” 

for cement board and also thickness of stucco or tile. DO not calculate 

thickness of stone veneer. Stone veneer should come up around the  

edges of the grill only. 

 

GRILL CARTS OVER 48” 

TIP If you have a grill cart that is more than 48” wide you can buy a union 

connector and an extra tube to make this part longer. 

CUT OUT THE BOTTOM TUBE BETWEEN the right and left vertical grill 

tubes so that your grill cart can be pushed inside or you can build a 

platform with extra ctt’s for it to sit on within the frame and avoid 

cutting 


